Abstract  The concept of *zhaomu* 昭穆, which may be traced to pre-imperial times and was cited as late as 1908, served to strengthen a claim to exercise imperial authority in two ways. While asserting that patrilinear succession was the regular way in which emperors took their allotted place on the throne, it provided for a breakdown in this system; and it provided the means whereby a newly established dynasty could claim its ancestry in a recognised way to a legitimate source. *Zhaomu* was invoked at moments when adherence to these two principles was difficult or impossible, for example when a brother succeeded his brother as emperor, or an alien dynasty needed to accommodate to Chinese tradition. *Zhaomu* affected the conduct of the rites that an emperor performed in service to his ancestors, the spatial positions of the shrines built for this purpose and, possibly in one case, the positions chosen for an emperor’s tomb.
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